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Abstract: For the first time the Nobel Prize in Literature has been awarded 
for literary journalism as revealed in the work of Belarusian author Svetlana 
Alexievich. Fundamentally, her approach has been to juxtapose the every-
day details of life against the secular mythologies of the state. Moreover, she 
makes it clear that the intention of her journalism is to be literary. As such, 
she is part of a larger Russian tradition, as well as a tradition practiced in 
the Soviet Union and other communist countries during the Cold War. The 
following is excerpted and adapted from the author’s forthcoming book, 
Literary Journalism and the Aesthetics of Experience, to be published by the 
University of Massachusetts Press in 2016. Permission to reprint passages 
from the volume is gratefully acknowledged.

There is a scene in Svetlana Alexievich’s account about the Soviet war in 
Afghanistan in the 1980s when a wife recalls how she and her soldier-

husband got married. They go to the marriage registry office in their village: 
They took one look at us in the Village Soviet and said, “Why wait two 
months. Go and get the brandy. We’ll do the paperwork.” An hour later we 
were husband and wife. There was a snowstorm raging outside. 

“Where’s the taxi for your new wife, bridegroom?”

“Hang on!” He went out and stopped a Belarus tractor for me.1 

Such is how one wife recalls the nature of their admittedly modest nuptials, 
riding away with her husband not in a limousine (much less a taxi) as one might 
today, but in a snowstorm on a farm tractor. But the scene takes on a powerful 
poignancy, because we know that her husband has died in Afghanistan.

And such is the nature of Alexievich’s literary method, to explore how 
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larger ambitions in the form of secular mythologies—in this case, the Soviet Af-
ghanistan venture—had, in the details, so devastatingly scarred people’s psyches. 

The announcement in October that Alexievich had received the Nobel 
Prize for Literature was, of course, a validation for scholars of a narrative 

literary journalism. A review of past recipients since the award was established 
in 1901 reveals that she is the first journalist, and indeed literary journalist, to 
receive what is undoubtedly the most distinguished recognition in the world 
for literary endeavor.2 This is not to suggest that earlier recipients did not 
engage in journalism. But the award is given for an author’s collected works, 
and what we can detect is that most recipients have been primarily authors 
of fiction, drama, and poetry. Ernest Hemingway was awarded the Nobel, 
but despite his work as a journalist (and literary journalist), he established 
his reputation as a novelist and short story writer. Moreover, his The Old 
Man and the Sea was singled out as the most recent of his efforts at the time; 
clearly, his journalism was not on the award committee’s collective mind. 
There were some nonfictionists, such as Winston Churchill, who received the 
award. But it was largely for his work as a historian, biographer, and orator. 
What makes Alexievich’s oeuvre so distinctive is that her work is composed 
almost exclusively of a narrative literary journalism, or the semantic variants 
of literary reportage and reportage literature.3 But such is her ambition. As 
she has observed of her method, “Documentary prose ought to transcend the 
strict boundaries between the formats of literature and journalism.”4 She is 
seeking, then, to violate boundaries.

And yet she remains largely unknown, at least in the United States, pre-
cisely because of the formats established by the academy’s boundaries. The lack 
of recognition is revealed in the lack of scholarship about her in the major 
bibliographies. A review of the MLA International Bibliography, the bibliog-
raphy dedicated to literary study, reveals not a single entry on Alexievich in 
peer-reviewed scholarly journals.5 But the literature academy is not the only 
guilty party. The same is true of the journalism academy, and more broadly 
the communication academy in which journalism and other media are often 
housed. There is not a single entry to be found in the journals of the Association 
for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, the largest learned so-
ciety in the United States dedicated to the interests of journalism.6 The absence 
serves as an indictment: We detect that these sectors of the academy continue to 
wear disciplinary blinders and are incapable of looking beyond their constrict-
ing boundaries to see a literary journalism that has now been awarded one of 
the most distinguished awards in the world. And this is, of course, is because 
Alexievich does not hesitate to violate and subvert those boundaries.  

In the following I will examine Alexievich’s Zinky Boys to reveal what 
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makes her literary journalism so distinctive—and indeed distinguished. My 
focus is on the manner of her writing and her ambition to challenge secular 
mythologies by means of the details of everyday life, or what I call the “aes-
thetics of experience.” Moreover, I examine how she intends clearly for her 
journalism to be literary, and how her work fits into a larger tradition extant 
not only in Russia, but also in Communist countries prior to the collapse of 
the Soviet Union. 

A Challenger of Secular Myths

Alexievich (also transliterated as “Alexiyevich”)7 was brought to the atten-
tion of the anglophone world with the excerpt “Boys in Zinc” taken 

from her volume Zinky Boys.8 “Boys in Zinc” appeared in 1990 in the British 
magazine Granta, a significant outlet for literary journalism in the 1980s and 
1990s. The same year saw the full book-length version published in Russian 
and Belorussian. The English translation, Zinky Boys, appeared in 1992. The 
excerpt and book provide an account of how Soviet citizens coped with the 
deaths of husbands, sons, and friends serving with the Soviet military in the 
Afghanistan. “Zinc” refers to the regulation zinc coffins in which the bodies 
were sent back to the Soviet Union.

Prior to the book’s publication in Russian, Alexievich was more widely 
known in the Soviet Union during the period of late Soviet decline as the au-
thor of War’s Unwomanly Face, an account of the memories of Soviet women 
from World War II.9 Since Zinky Boys, her other English-language publica-
tion is Voices from Chernobyl, published in 2005, initially published in Rus-
sian in 1997.10 Voices from Chernobyl provides an account of the survivors of 
the Chernobyl nuclear reactor accident in nearby Ukraine in 1986. 

Although Alexievich is a Belorussian national, her literary language is 
equally Russian, which served of course as the lingua franca of the Soviet Union. 

In “Boys in Zinc” and Zinky Boys Alexieivich provides vignettes or sketch-
es of the survivors for what in sum amounts to a kind of narra-descriptive 
polyphony: “They are not documents; they are images. I was trying to present 
a history of feelings, not the history of the war itself.”11 We can see this in a 
moving example involving Tamara Dovnar, the wife of an army officer killed 
in the war, after he had told her, “You can’t imagine how much I don’t want 
to die for someone else’s country.”12 When she arrives with his parents at an 
airport to pick up his coffin, this is what she found:

“We’ve come to collect . . .”

“Over there,” he pointed over to a far corner. “See if that box is yours. If it 
is, you can take it.”
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There was a filthy box standing outside with “Senior Lieutenant Dovnar” 
scrawled on it in chalk. I tore the board away from where the window 
should be in a coffin. His face was in one piece, but he was lying in there 
unshaven, and nobody had washed him. The coffin was too small and there 
was a bad smell. I couldn’t lean down to kiss him. That’s how they gave my 
husband back to me. I got down on my knees before what had once been 
the dearest thing in the world to me.13

“Boys in Zinc,” I should emphasize, is not strictly a formal interview—
Alexievich interviewing Tamara Dovnar in, for example, a standard Q&A. 
Alexievich’s style reconstructs not only the event but also how the event is 
told, so that it appears that the narrator—the Soviet wife Tamara—is speak-
ing directly to us. But unlike in fiction, Alexievich is not creating a ficti-
tious narrator. Rather she is giving “voice” to an identifiable speaker. Indeed, 
Alexievich describes such a form as a “voice genre.”14

Alexievich has selected details that would resonate more deeply across So-
viet and Russian culture than, say, American. In the case of Soviet cul-

ture, they are details that assault official mythologies. For example, “And at 
that time people continued to talk and write about our internationalist duty, 
the interests of state, our southern borders.”15 In “internationalist duty” and 
“interests of state” we detect patriotic euphemisms. In effect, they were eu-
phemistic totalizations elevated to mythic stature in the Soviet Union. (Even 
“southern borders” takes on a mythic status, because borders are designed to 
keep out what challenges myth as a self-contained and global totality.) They 
reflect, as Joseph Brodsky said of euphemism, the inertia of terror,16 a terror 
that becomes refracted through the revealing narra-description or stories So-
viet citizens shared with Alexievich. It is here that she begins to undermine 
or break down myth, countering it with what the young soldiers and their 
families confronted in an open-ended or inconclusive reality, one for which 
the myth did not and could not account. As Alexievich notes: “The censors 
saw to it that reports of the war did not mention our fatalities. There were 
only rumours of notifications of death arriving at rural huts and of regulation 
zinc coffins arriving at prefabricated flats. I had not meant to write about war 
again, but I found myself in the middle of one.”17

Among other examples, an army private recalls, “They lined us up on the 
square and read out the order: “You’re going to the Democratic Republic of 
Afghanistan to do your internationalist duty.” And, “Before our first battle 
they played the Soviet National Anthem.” But such totalized invocations of 
“internationalist duty” and the “National Anthem” sounded hollow because 
of what the secular mythology could not account for: “After the battle we 
scraped our own guys off the armour plate with spoons. There weren’t any 
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identification discs for fatalities.”18 The phenomenal particulars undo the 
myths to which the Soviet government had attached the ship of the Soviet 
people’s lives. The familiar comforts of the myths have been confronted with 
the unfamiliar for which they cannot account.

A military nurse recalls: “They told us it was a just war. We were helping 
the Afghan people to put an end to feudalism and build a socialist society.” 
But it is the horror of amputated limbs “just dumped” that begins to unmask 
the myth for what it is: a death machine. 

Twice a week we had political indoctrination. They went on about our sacred 
duty, and how the border must be inviolable. Our superior ordered us to 
inform on every wounded soldier, every patient. It was called monitoring the 
state of morale: the army must be healthy! We weren’t to feel compassion. But 
we did feel compassion: it was the only thing that held everything together.19 

Thus the myths of “sacred duty” (invoked in the name of an officially 
atheist state, no less), “inviolable borders,” and building a “socialist society” are 
subverted by the seemingly simple but powerful response of a visceral heart-
wrenching compassion, one that takes on an ultimate value for the speaker.

A regimental press officer recalls: “Out there you felt quite differently 
about your country. ‘The Union,’ we called it. It seemed there was something 
great and powerful behind us, something which would always stand up for 
us.”20 But eventually the myth of “Union,” the totalitarian state as totalized 
signification, is inadequate in accounting for the phenomenal realities of war.

Similarly, the myths propagated by the media are revealed as no more 
than misleading media constructions: 

I remember, though, the evening after one battle—there had been losses, 
men killed and men seriously injured—we plugged in the television to for-
get about it, to see what was going on in the Union. A mammoth new fac-
tory had been built in Siberia; the Queen of England had given a banquet in 
honour of some VIP; youths in Voronezh had raped two schoolgirls for the 
hell of it; a prince had been killed in Africa. The country was going about its 
business and we felt completely useless. Someone had to turn the television 
off, before we shot it to pieces.21 

What, figuratively, they wanted to shoot to pieces were the euphemistic 
myths of a country “going about its business” propagated by the Soviet 

evening news, which could not begin to reflect the horror of war even if it 
wanted or were permitted to do so.

But as the example of Tamara Dovnar illustrates, the myths were chal-
lenged not just on the battlegrounds of Afghanistan. More important for 
Alexievich’s account, they were being challenged and subverted at home, be-
cause, as S. Elizabeth Bird and Robert Dardenne have noted of myth in jour-
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nalism, “telling it like it was supposed to mean,” in this instance back in the 
comparative safety of the “Union,” was beginning to emerge as a lie.22 This is 
what “the Union,” that myth of what was to be an Edenic dictatorship of the 
proletariat, had come to, challenged by the open-ended present of experience.

Then there are the details that would resonate more deeply across Russian 
culture, lying like a palimpsest beneath the Soviet. For example, the matter 
of the husband’s body going unwashed is more than just one of hygiene and 
respect for the dead. Instead, the ritual washing of the dead is a necessary and 
sacred rite in Russian Orthodox funerals because it helps to release the soul 
from the body.23 Similarly, the kissing of the dead is another important rite 
in Russian funeral culture.24 In a sense what Tamara Dovnar was doing was 
returning to the older Russian cultural mythologies of her grandmothers in a 
repudiation of the Soviet.25 That she had at least some knowledge of religion 
(as did many Russians during the Soviet period) in that officially atheistic 
state is reflected in her recollection that before she married she had a dream 
on Epiphany, which in the Russian Orthodox Church is the date of Jesus’s 
baptism. She dreamed that she would marry a man in uniform.26 She knew 
what Epiphany was, and here we see the undoing of secular Soviet myth with, 
in this instance, a more ancient mythos.

“Who Are We, and Where Are We Going”

Alexievich makes it clear that what she is attempting to do is indeed in-
tended to be literary. This is because she is reflexively literary in a way 

that we do not often see, at least with American authors; indeed, from an 
American perspective, she may appear too consciously aspiring to be literary. 
Because “Boys in Zinc,” as it appeared in Granta, is composed of excerpts, 
what is lost from editorial elisions are the literary references. In the complete 
volume Zinky Boys, the initial chapter that much of “Boys in Zinc” is adapted 
from serves to frame the book as not only a journalistic undertaking but as a 
literary one as well. Eleven literary references are deleted from the chapter in 
the Granta version, which are references to writers, poets, and literary critics. 
The first is to Shakespeare’s Richard II, with the quote “Each substance of 
grief hath twenty Shadows.”27 Then in succession Alexievich cites the critic 
Yuri Karyakin, Franz Kafka, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Alexander Pushkin, Mikhail 
Lermontov, Dostoevsky again, Leo Tolstoy, singer-songwriter-poet Vladimir 
Vissotsky, Dostoevsky still again, and poet Boris Slutsky.28 Shakespeare, Kaf-
ka, Dostoevsky, Pushkin, Lermontov, and Tolstoy should need no introduc-
tion. Karyakin, Vissotsky, and Slutsky are less well known in the West.29 Also 
notable in the English translation of the book is that except for pages one 
and eight, every page through the first ten contains at least one reference to a 
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figure of some literary import. What Alexievich is suggesting, then, in invok-
ing such an accomplished roster is that journalism can indeed be literary. This 
is not to say that Americans do not make literary references. They often do 
as epigraphs prior to the start of the narrative. Truman Capote does it with 
In Cold Blood.30 What is perhaps unique from an American perspective with 
regard to Alexievich is how frequent such references are in the first ten pages 
of the text.

It is the nature of the quotes—direct and indirect—from her literary 
sources that reveals her intent to undermine Soviet mythologies by means of 
a literary investigation. Shakespeare, the first, makes reference to multiplici-
ties of meaning beyond the source of each trauma: “Each substance of grief 
hath twenty Shadows.” As an illustration, the Soviet state informed loved 
ones of the deaths in cursory fashion, as if the cursoriness—like euphemism’s 
avoidance of terror—would decrease the pain, at least for the messenger. “In 
fulfillment of my duty as a soldier, I have to inform you that Senior Lieuten-
ant Valerii Gennadievich Volovich was killed today at 1045 hours,” reads 
one telegram quoted in “Boys in Zinc.”31 What could not be stemmed in the 
fulfillment of one’s “duty” were the haunting “shadows” of grief that hovered 
above the cursory bureaucratese of the telegram.

With that as an introduction, Alexievich continues to build her case that 
hers is to be read as a literary document, one that consistently as-

saults secular mythologies. She quotes from Karyakin: “We should not judge 
a man’s life by his perception of himself. Such a perception may be tragically 
inadequate.” In the inadequacy we detect what humans cannot know about 
themselves. Alexievich adds, “And I read something in Kafka to the effect 
that man was irretrievably lost within himself.” Thus, among other interpre-
tations, we see the age-old admonition against hubris—of the fall from grace 
through one’s overweening pride. Of the mythos associated with the warrior 
in the form of martial splendor and heroism, Alexievich writes, “Dostoevsky 
described military men as ‘the most unthinking people in the world.’” So 
she attacks, not so indirectly, the Soviet army, liberator of civilization, in one 
mythology, from fascism during the Great Patriotic War, as World War II was 
called in the Soviet Union and in Russia today. Later, “To write (or tell) the 
whole truth about oneself is a physical impossibility, according to Pushkin.”32 
In other words, the global or totalized conception of oneself is not possible, 
and we detect an excess beyond knowing, this from Pushkin, widely regarded 
as Russia’s greatest poet.33

Alexievich’s invocation of Lermontov engages in a role reversal. The So-
viet military, ostensibly a civilizing force, is reduced to engaging in barbari-
ties. Alexievich writes:
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In Lermontov’s [fictional] A Hero of Our Times, Maximych [the framing 
narrator, who makes available the “diaries” of the main and now dead pro-
tagonist Pechorin] says of the mountain-tribesman who has killed Valla’s 
father: “Of course, according to their lights he [the killer] was completely in 
the right”—although [Alexievich as author is speaking again] from the Rus-
sian’s point of view the deed was quite bestial. Lermontov here pinpoint-
ed the amazing ability of Russians to put themselves into other people’s 
shoes—to think according to their “lights,” in fact.34

To be bestial and commit atrocities, in other words. Alexievich’s observa-
tion from A Hero of Our Times is reinforced later on the same page: “In 

Dostoevsky’s novel Ivan Karamazov observes: ‘No man can be as cruel, so 
exquisitely and artificially cruel, as man.’”35 Such is the myth that an army can 
be “civilizing” in the name of one’s “internationalist duty.”

She cites Tolstoy’s observation that “man is fluid,” in the sense that in the 
interests of the State, that global conception, he is expendable. Vissotsky, again 
less known in the West, was a poet and songwriter. Alexievich listens to a tape 
cassette of “Afgantsi” songs sung by Soviet Afghan veterans that express their 
contempt for the ideals—the myths—that sent them to Afghanistan. “Childish, 
unformed voices, trying to sound like Vissotsky, croaked out: ‘The sun set on the 
kishlak [Afghan village] like a great big bomb’; . . . ‘Amputees like big birds hop-
ping one-legged by the sea’; . . . ‘There’s no hatred in his face now he’s dead.’”36

Alexievich quotes Boris Slutsky, one of the Soviet war poets of World War 
II who rose to prominence during the cultural thaw after the death of Stalin 
in 1953: “When we returned from war / I saw we were needed no more.”37 
Such is the dim view she presents of the Afghan venture.

But there is still an additional dimension to Alexievich’s literary inten-
tions, again intentions perhaps difficult to appreciate from the American 
pragmatic perspective but very much inherent in her invocation of Russian 
literature, which is strongly inflected with a philosophical and even spiritual 
dimension. I do not mean to make the argument that the literary modernists 
and New Critics tried to make, that literary meaning can be essentialized. 
Rather, I am discussing a perception in Russian letters. One detects this when 
Alexievich invokes the Christian existentialist (and deeply devout Russian 
Orthodox) thinker Nikolai Berdyaev, who was also a Dostoevsky scholar. To-
ward the end of the first chapter she quotes Berdyaev: “Russian writers have 
always been more interested in truth than beauty.”38 The quote is notable 
not only for the preference it expresses, truth over beauty, but also because it 
challenges what for so long in anglophone culture served those intent on a 
transcendental literature, namely the conclusion to Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian 
Urn,” which has for some belletristic aesthetes come to represent the “essence” 
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of literary aesthetics: “‘Beauty is truth, truth beauty,’—that is all / Ye know 
on earth, and all ye need to know.”39 Berdyaev is rejecting the Western view 
that the study of aesthetics is the study of the beautiful, and suggesting that 
truth can be something different. If there is any beauty, it is in the revelation 
of whatever “truths,” or insights as I would prefer, are revealed. (Nor should 
the conclusion to Keats’s poem be mistaken for the aesthetic principle several 
lines earlier that makes an irony of those famous final lines, namely, that the 
aesthetic “teases us out of thought” with the possibilities of meaning; truth as 
beauty and beauty as truth are ironic because we can never know if that is the 
case if we are forever teased out of thought.) More to the point, in an example 
of how the literary and the spiritual (or metaphysical) invest Russian litera-
ture, Berdyaev said, in a volume about Dostoevsky, that the author of Crime 
and Punishment, Notes from the Underground, and The Brothers Karamazov, 
among others, “has played a decisive part in my spiritual life. . . . He stirred 
and lifted up my soul more than any other writer or philosopher.”40

So Alexievich firmly plants herself in the tradition of Russian literature. 
Having done so, she is led to ask a fundamental question: “Who are we, 

and where are we going?” The question is directed at “Russian literary peo-
ple.” But it could only resonate broadly with all Soviet readers. Following the 
question, she makes clear that secular myth is indeed the object of her attack: 
“And it dawns on us that nothing, not even human life, is more precious to us 
than our myths about ourselves. We’ve come to believe the message, drummed 
into us for so long, that we are superlative in every way, the finest, the most just, 
the most honest.”41 Much as the New Journalists often assaulted the values un-
derlying American culture, she is attacking the values underlying Soviet culture. 
And those who doubt, she adds, will be accused of “treachery.”

On the next page she quotes Berdyaev again: “I have always been my 
own man, answerable to no-one.” Thus he positions himself outside the state, 
which of course would not endear him to the Soviet regime, which reviled 
him. Alexievich responds to Berdyaev’s quote: “Something which can’t be said 
of us Soviet writers. In our day truth is always at the service of someone or 
something.” Or of the Soviet Union, for that matter, or of one’s “internation-
alist duty,” or of any of the other myths she assaults. Then she writes, “Dosto-
evsky insisted: ‘The truth is more important than Russia.’” Furthermore, after 
Dostoevsky she invokes the Bible: “Take heed that no man deceive you. For 
many shall come in my name, saying I am Christ.”42 Alexievich adds, “Russia 
has had to suffer so many false Messiahs—too many to mention.”43 Lenin, 
Stalin, Rasputin, Boris Godunov, the false Dmitry, among others. And that, 
after all, was a major underlying theme in much of Dostoevsky’s work, espe-
cially The Possessed (also translated as The Devils), and in the chapter on the 
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Grand Inquisitor in The Brothers Karamazov (Moreover, it was this chapter 
that proved such a powerful influence on Berdyaev’s own spiritual views).44

So we detect an array of literary influences in the opening chapter. One 
need not subscribe to the view of literature as spiritually or metaphysically 
transcendent in order to understand that literature in Alexievich’s view has a 
moral or philosophical dimension. And that is the insight that an examina-
tion of Alexievich provides: her literary values frame her examination.

 Reportage Literature as Subversion

We should bear in mind, too, that her work was part of a larger enter-
prise in the Soviet Union, as well as other Communist countries under 

Soviet domination during the Cold War. In the Soviet Union there was, of 
course, the older tradition of the Russian ocherk stretching back to the early 
nineteenth century.45 As Charles Laughlin has observed of the Chinese vari-
ant, “What makes reportage literature fascinating is precisely its ability to 
satisfy . . . different expectations, especially in that through its commitment 
to concrete experience it resists easy assimilation into the machines of propa-
ganda. That is, although it is ironically a form of great importance and trea-
sured by the Chinese Communist Party, it possesses within it more than other 
forms, such as fiction and poetry, the potential to critique the shortcomings 
of the socialist order it helped bring about.”46

The same has been observed of Communist Eastern Europe. As Susan 
Greenberg writes, “The long, post-war years of communist censorship are 
commonly credited as a source of perverse inspiration for the writers of the 
former Soviet bloc, providing practice in the literary game of disguising 
universal meanings in the detail of the text.”47 The result was a resistance 
against and subversion of the existing political order. Still elsewhere, Sonja 
Merljak Zdovc has detected similar circumstances in the Slovene tradition, 
strongly influenced by the communist experience when Slovenia was part of 
Tito’s Communist Yugoslavia: “Since journalists could not openly state their 
opinion of the political system, they wrapped it up in a feature story that 
had elements of short stories from the era of social realism. When painting 
the picture of poverty, they actually criticized the socialist authorities.”48 The 
“painting” of the aesthetics of experience provided the indictment.

Clearly, subversion is at the heart of Alexievich’s “new reality” in Zinky 
Boys, confronting what the Soviet authorities did not want to acknowledge: 
the personal impact of the Afghan war on the lives of Soviet citizens. Again, 
as Alexievich observes: “Every confession was like a portrait. They are not 
documents; they are images. I was trying to present a history of feelings, not 
the history of war itself.”49
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 John C. Hartsock’s first book, A History of American 
Literary Journalism (2000), received awards for outstand-
ing scholarship from both the Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass Communication and from the Ameri-
can Journalism Historians Association. It has also been pub-
lished in Romanian. He has lectured widely on the subject 
of narrative/literary journalism, and his articles have ap-
peared in Prose Studies, Genre, Points of Entry, Journal 
of Communication Inquiry, and Critical Studies in Mass Communication. 
The founding editor of Literary Journalism Studies, his second book, Seasons of 
a Finger Lakes Winery (2011), won a first-place Gourmand Award in Paris for 
excellence in wine writing. Hartsock teaches at the State University of New York 
at Cortland and at the Umbra Institute in Perugia, Italy.
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